CyberRow
Intelligent air conduction – For more efficient rack cooling

The complete range of air conditioning
technology – from one source.
For over 40 years, the STULZ family-run company
has been synonymous with precision air
conditioning at the highest level.
Our solutions for the air conditioning of businesscritical applications and sensitive systems have
made us a leading company in our industry.
Whether for data centers, industry or communication
technology, the STULZ portfolio has a tailor-made
cooling solution to suit your requirements.
We guarantee adherence to our uncompromisingly high
requirements and quality standards both at our factory in
Hamburg and all our production sites around the globe.
Moreover, we work hard not only to satisfy our customers’
individual wishes, but also to make sure our air conditioning solutions offer maximum energy efficiency and a
minimal CO2 footprint.

Our portfolio extends from traditional room cooling and
High Density Cooling to chillers, air handling units and
container modules, all the way to micro data centers,
service, and our self-developed monitoring software.
An all-embracing quality assurance system monitors all
the details in development, production, implementation,
and service.
Today, STULZ has a presence in more than 140 countries.
STULZ GmbH has 21 subsidiaries and eleven production
sites in Europe, India, China, and North and South America.
We also have partner agreements with numerous sales
and service partners on every continent. Our network of
highly qualified specialists is a reliable guarantee of the
highest standards.

The combined wealth of our experience, values,
performance and service is what defines us and is
especially valued by our customers. Air conditioning
solutions – custom tailored and from one source:
ONE STULZ. ONE SOURCE.

CyberRow – The in-line air conditioning
unit with innovative air conduction.
Precision air conditioning units for accurate
cooling of high heat loads.
In the CyberRow, innovative horizontal air conduction has been enhanced with state-of-the-art technology that works
with power, flexibility and efficiency – directly at the rack. Fluctuating server rack loads, space restrictions, lack of a
raised floor, existing high-density server technology – these are exactly the cases from practice for which CyberRow
was developed. The air conditioning unit is positioned directly between the racks. The resulting short air conduction
routes contribute to the high efficiency of these units. Moreover, the option of Indirect Dynamic Free Cooling offers the
greatest potential savings worldwide.

Advantages at a glance
• Suitable for data centers with or without
raised floor
• Can be used with racks from any manufacturer
• Targeted cooling of high-density racks
• Each unit can cool up to six server cabinets
• Optimized cooling air pattern creates a virtual
containment
• Indirect Dynamic Free Cooling for maximum
potential savings

• Innovative technology and high-quality
components keep energy consumption
to a minimum
• Two mutually independent setpoints ensure
precise temperature control
• Up to five independent, variable-speed EC fans
for need based cooling in three horizontal zones
• Variable-speed EC compressor for precise
cooling capacity and integrated soft start
• Easy maintenance thanks to access from the
front and rear of the unit
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Flexible and efficient –
with and without containment.
With the CyberRow, STULZ offers an efficient air conditioning solution that is positioned directly between the racks in
the server room. Thanks to the innovative horizontal air conduction, the supply air is directed to the server racks and
forms a cold air curtain in front of them. There is no air turbulence, which means that up to six server racks can be cooled
simultaneously. The units are especially easy to integrate and enable hot and cold aisle containments – as well as virtual
containments – to be achieved extremely quickly.

Virtual containment with our
unique air conduction.

Virtual containment
The high efficiency of the CyberRow units is possible due to their proximity to the server rack: their unique air conduction
prevents hot and cold air from mixing. This air conduction is like a virtual containment, dispensing with the need to build
actual containments.

The virtual containment can be clearly seen in this picture. The air flow
virtually sticks to the server racks and there is no air turbulence. The
cold air takes a direct route to the front of the server racks.
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The red areas – around the EC fans – show that the fans emit the cold
air at a very high speed (approx. 9-11 m/s) at the outlets. However, this is
only the case as long as the air is in the housing. The partitions installed
between the EC fans channel the air flow and the air baffles at the outlet
ensure uniform distribution across the entire height of the racks.

Cold aisle containment
CyberRow units with frontal air outlets are used for the cold aisle containment. Here, the air conditioning units no longer
supply air to the neighboring racks, but to the entire cold aisle. To ensure an optimum supply of cold air, the units are
positioned at an offset to one another. The containment completely stops the airflows from mixing, ensuring efficient
operation.

Frontal
air outlet

Hot aisle containment
For a hot aisle containment, CyberRow units with
side air conduction are used. Expelling the cold
air sideways ensures uniform distribution along
the whole length of the aisle, while the containment effectively separates the hot and cold air.
The airflows are completely prevented from
mixing, further enhancing efficiency.
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Precise cooling based on
actual heat loads.
The combination of variable-speed components with fixed setpoints for the supply air and return air temperature
enables precise, individual cooling in three horizontal zones. This ensures efficient and reliable cooling even during
fluctuating server loads.

Fixed setpoints for maximum efficiency
Three temperature sensors on the front and three on the back of the unit, plus up to five fans, ensure precise
measurement and regulation of the desired Delta T.

Individual supply air boost in three zones
Cooling capacity in each zone is individually adapted to the cooling needs of the servers. So by increasing the
airflow rate, the individually required cooling capacity is delivered and perfect operation guaranteed, even with
fluctuating loads. This prevents hot spots from forming,
and with no need for energy-intensive oversupply.
Precise cooling based on
actual heat load.
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Minimal footprint for more
white space in the data center.
Maximum efficiency, precise cooling capacity and a small footprint – the CyberRow is available in three widths and two
depths and ensures cost-effective and reliable operation in all situations. The individual units are positioned directly
between the racks, and their compact design leaves even more space free for your IT equipment. The units are suitable
for racks from any manufacturer, and are available in different depths which enables easy maintenance access from the
front and rear at any rack depth.

300 mm

400 mm

600 mm

1,000 mm

1,200 mm

Control and monitoring.
• Self-developed STULZ controller for regulating
and monitoring the air conditioning system
• Six temperature sensors for precisely
controlling Delta T and supply air
• Controls the operating modes of the hybrid
Free Cooling system
• If a fan fails, the remaining fans speed up

• Monitoring and reports for all faults
• Standard RS-485 serial port for connection to
BMS using Modbus and STULZ protocols
• Optional humidity sensor
• Optional heater
• Optional humidifier
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The right system
for your requirements.
Energy efficiency, capital investment, operating costs, room size, noise protection, redundancy, local climate – every
project has its own specific requirements when it comes to precise air conditioning. That’s why STULZ offers you the
opportunity to have the units precisely adapted to your project’s individual requirements. The right air conditioning
system is a crucial factor here. The CyberRow is available in five different cooling systems, to help you achieve the ideal
balance between investment, operating costs and energy efficiency.

Air-cooled system based on
the direct evaporator principle (A/AS)
Heat is extracted from the room air as it flows through
the evaporator, and is then transferred to the refrigerant.
The air conditioning unit and condenser are connected to
one another by a closed refrigerant circuit. The refrigerant
emits the heat to the outside air via the air-cooled
condenser.

Water-cooled system based on
the direct evaporator principle (GS)
Our water-cooled system works like the air-cooled system,
with one difference: the heat from the refrigerant circuit
is transferred to a cooling water circuit via a brazed plate
condenser integrated in the air conditioning unit. This way,
the amount of refrigerant required is low. The heat in the
cooling water circuit is then discharged into the outside air
via an external dry cooler.

The AS, GS and GES systems are equipped with
stepless variable-speed EC compressors, making our
systems more efficient than ever. The compressors
feature integrated soft start and phase monitoring.
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Unique in-line air conditioning unit with
Indirect Dynamic Free Cooling.

Hybrid Free Cooling system with dynamic switching operation and control (GES)
This system functions like the GS system, but additionally features an integrated Free Cooling coil. This way, energyintensive compressor cooling can be wholly or partially dispensed with at low or temperate outside temperatures.
The heat is transferred directly to the cooling water circuit by the integrated Free Cooling coil, and discharged into the
outside air via an external dry cooler.

Indirect Dynamic Free Cooling
The GES system features dynamic switching operation and
control, which guarantees reliable and efficient operation.
The combination of Indirect Free Cooling and variable-speed
components enables precise cooling adapted to the current
heat load, and cuts overall energy consumption to a minimum.

Minimal compressor running time
Using Indirect Free Cooling, the
hybrid Free Cooling system exploits
the cooling potential of outside air as
soon as outside temperatures allow.
This enables energy-intensive
compressor cooling to be partially or
even wholly dispensed with.

No oversupply
The variable-speed components
ensure that precisely the required
cooling capacity is generated.
There is therefore no energyintensive oversupply.

Minimal refrigerant quantities
As the hybrid Free Cooling system is
water-cooled, it only needs a minimal
quantity of refrigerant. The result is
environmentally friendly operation
with reduced greenhouse gas
emissions, for a forward-looking
investment in the future.

Chilled water systems (CW/CW2)
The air conditioning unit with CW system manages without a refrigerant circuit of its own, but requires a separate
chiller. The air conditioning unit and chiller are connected to one another by a closed water-glycol circuit.
For high-availability systems, the CW2 system offers a redundant chilled water supply by connecting one
air conditioning unit to two chilled water circuits.

Synchronized complete systems

You too can benefit from our perfectly harmonized air
conditioning solutions with chillers for indoor and outdoor
installation. We are happy to advise you, and work with you
to come up with the best solution for your particular case.
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Climate. Customized. You have the
challenge, we have the solution.
• Location
• Environmental protection • Peace of mind • In-house engineering
• Room planning • Noise protection
• I ntegration and • I n-house software
• Local climate
• Generation of heat
connectivity
development

STULZ customers always receive solutions that are customized and are perfectly configured
for the applications in question.

From standard units to fully tailor-made customer solutions – the ability to offer such a wide range to customers is the
embodiment of our philosophy, “Climate. Customized.”. Our aim is to realize our customers’ wishes in the ideal way and to
create sustainable, and perfectly adapted air conditioning solutions that are equally powerful, reliable and efficient.

Climate Customized #1
Standard units

Climate Customized #2
Standard units with
special options

Climate Customized #3
Tailor-made air conditioning
solutions

For its standard units, STULZ offers
a huge selection of accessories and
options to permit a high level of
flexibility and individualization.

Above and beyond the standard units,
STULZ designers realize customerspecific options to individualize
standard units to an enormous extent.

STULZ has the solution! In collaboration with the customer and tailored
to suit requirements, we plan, implement and continuously look after the
perfect air conditioning solution. This
allows the development of individual
air conditioning solutions with performance features which all match one
another perfectly from the outset.
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Nomenclature

S = v ariable-speed
compressor
Housing size
S = standard
L = large (deep)

Product series
CR = CyberRow

No. of refrigerant
circuits
Nominal cooling 0 = 0 circuits
capacity (kW) 1 = 1 circuit

System
A = air-cooled
G = water-cooled
GE = water-cooled + Free Cooling
CW = chilled water cooling

Technical Data
CyberRow

DX (air and water-cooled)

Model

Hybrid Free Cooling system

CRS/CRL
101 A

CRS/CRL
211 A

CRS/CRL
211 AS

CRS/CRL
251 A/AS/GS

CRS/CRL
361 A/AS/GS

CRS/CRL
251 GES

CRS/CRL
361 GES

Airflow

m³/h

3,200

4,600

4,600

5,400

8,000

5,400

8,000

Cooling capacity1) 2)

kW

11.4

20.3

22.0

25.0

37.0

25.0

37.0

Cooling capacity, Indirect Free Cooling1) 3)

kW

–

–

–

–

–

21.5

30.9

Height

mm

1,950

1,950

1,950

1,950

1,950

1,950

1,950

Width

mm

300

300

300

400

600

400

600

Depth

mm

1,200/1,375

1,200/1,375

1,200/1,375

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

CyberRow

CW (chilled water)

CW2 (redundant chilled water)

CRS/CRL
210 CW

CRS/CRL
320 CW

CRS/CRL
350 CW

CRS/CRL
560

CRS/CRL
220 CW2

CRS/CRL
330 CW2

CRS/CRL
440 CW2

m³/h

5,000

6,400

6,400

11,200

4,300

6,200

9,500

kW

22.7

33.3

36.6

58.2

21.0

30.1

50.0

Inlet/outlet water temperature

°C

10/15

10/15

12/18

10/15

10/15

10/15

10/15

Height

mm

1,950

1,950

1,950

1,950

1,950

1,950

1,950

Width

mm

300

400

300

600

300

400

600

Depth

mm

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

1,175/1,375

Model
Airflow
Cooling capacity

1) 4)

 eturn air conditions: 35 °C / 25 % r. h.
R
DX units: Condensing temperature 45 °C
Water temperature 10 °C/16 °C
4)
Glycol percentage 0 %
1)
2)
3)

Refrigerants: R410A (GWP: 2,088), R134a (GWP: 1,430)
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STULZ Company Headquarters

STULZ Subsidiaries

GERMANY
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BRAZIL
CHINA
FRANCE
INDIA
INDONESIA
IRELAND
ITALY
MEXICO
NETHERLANDS
NEW ZEALAND
POLAND
SINGAPORE
SOUTH AFRICA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED KINGDOM
USA

STULZ Australia Pty. Ltd.
34 Bearing Road
Seven Hills NSW 21 47
Tel. +61 2 96744700
sales@stulz.com.au
STULZ Austria GmbH
Industriezentrum NÖ – SÜD,
Straße 15, Objekt 77, Stg. 4, Top 7
2355 Wiener Neudorf
Tel. +43 1 6159981 0
info@stulz.at
STULZ Belgium BVBA
Tervurenlaan 34
1040 Brussels
Tel. +32 0 78054511
info@stulz.be
STULZ Brasil
Ar Condicionado Ltda.
Rua Cancioneiro de Évora, 140
Bairro - Santo Amaro São
Paulo-SP, CEP 04708-010
Tel. +55 11 41634989
comercial@stulzbrasil.com.br
STULZ Air Technology and
Services Shanghai Co., Ltd.
Room 406, Building 5
457 North Shanxi Road
Shanghai 200040
Tel: + 86 21 33607101
info@stulz.cn

PT STULZ Air Technology
Indonesia
Kebayoran Square blok KQ unit A-01
Jalan Boulevard Bintaro Jaya,
Bintaro Sektor 7,
Tangerang Selatan 15229
Tel. +62 21 22213982
info@stulz.id
STULZ IRELAND LTD.
Unit 15
Park West Road
Park West
Dublin 12
info@stulz.ie
STULZ S.p.A.
Via Torricelli, 3
37067 Valeggio sul Mincio (VR)
Tel. +39 45 6331600
info@stulz.it
STULZ México S.A. de C.V.
Avda. Santa Fe No. 170
Oficina 2-2-08, German Centre
Delegación Alvaro Obregon
MX- 01210 México
Distrito Federal
Tel. +52 55 52928596
ventas@stulz.com.mx
STULZ GROEP B. V.
Postbus 75
180 AB Amstelveen
Tel. +31 20 5451111
info@stulz.nl

STULZ France S. A. R. L.
7 rue Eugene et Armand PEUGEOT
92500 Rueil Malmaison
STULZ New Zealand Ltd.
Tel. +33 1 34804770
Unit O, 20 Cain Road
info@stulz.fr
Penrose, Auckland 1061
Tel. +64 9 3603232
STULZ-CHSPL (India) Pvt. Ltd.
sales@stulz.co.nz
006, Jagruti Industrial Estate
Mogul Lane, Mahim
Mumbai - 400 016
Tel. +91 22 56669446
info@stulz.in

STULZ Polska SP. Z O.O.
Budynek Mistral.
Al. Jerozolimskie 162
02 – 342 Warszawa
Tel. +48 22 8833080
info@stulz.pl
STULZ Singapore Pte Ltd.
150 Kampong Ampat
#05-04 KA Centre
Singapore 368324
Tel. +65 67492738
sales@stulz.sg
STULZ South Africa Pty. Ltd.
Clearwater Corporate Office Park South
Block H, Building 8 Ground Floor
Parkhaven, Ext 8 Boksburg
Gauteng 1459
Tel. +27 11 3972363
aftersales@stulz.co.za
STULZ España S.A.
Calle Carabaña, 25C
28925 Alcorcón (Madrid)
Tel. +34 91 5178320
info@stulz.es
STULZ Nordics AB
Sigfridsvägen 4
126 50 Hägersten
Stockholm, Sweden
Tel. +46 8 12157550
info@stulz-nordics.com
STULZ U. K. Ltd.
First Quarter,
Blenheim Rd. Epsom
Surrey KT 19 9 QN
Tel. +44 1372749666
sales@stulz.co.uk
STULZ AIR TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEMS (STULZ USA) , INC.
1572 Tilco Drive
Frederick, MD 21704
Tel. +1 301 6202033
info@stulz-ats.com
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STULZ GmbH
Holsteiner Chaussee 283
22457 Hamburg
Tel. +49 40 5585 0
products@stulz.de

Close to you around the world
With specialist, competent partners in ten German branches and in subsidiaries
and exclusive sales and service agents around the world.
Our eleven production sites are situated in Europe, North America and Asia.

For further information, please visit our website at www.stulz.com

You can find out more
on our website.

